Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) realizes the transformation from product to Service through put the software into "clouds". SaaS supply chain is composed of a SaaS ISV (Independent Software Vender) who sells from internet channel and a SaaS dealer. According to different service providers in distribution channel, we sort out three different service patterns, independent service, retailer integrated service and the ISV integrated service. We construct service competition model of three service patterns and study the optimizing decision of the ISV and the dealer. Further more, we explore the impact of customer's service sensibility, channel preference, service cost of the ISV and the dealer, and customer base on service competition. Finally, from supply chain profit maximization perspective, we compared the three service patterns. We found that the advantages and disadvantages of the service pattern depend on the application scene. The paper extent the dual channel research to software service industry and enrich the theory model of dual channel, the result will guide the supply chain member to decide their service pattern.
Introduction
SaaS (Software as a Service: SaaS) is considered a kind of software service which conclude characteristics like [1] : Used with a web browser or other thin client through standard internet protocol, standardized software with no customization, not installment to the customer site, deployment requires no major integration or installation or installation. Customers' payment for use rather than licenses. Multitenant installation for several customers. According Gartner's forecast, In the enterprise application software market the growth of SaaS is in the most significant, and from 2008 to 2013, the SaaS total income growth rate is19.4% in global market, three times compared with the annual rate [2, 3] . SaaS has been paid more attention in academia and the practice.
But Wu (2011) thinked SaaS is not popular in software market [4] , from a perspective of SaaS service provider, SaaS promotion are still the most urgent and the most important issue in current. From a marketing perspective, the channel plays an important role in the promotion of products or services. The channel of SaaS supply is developing from direct channel to dual channel composed of internet direct distribution channel and traditional distribution channel, like Weiku, Youshang, Babaike, and Salesforce.
At present most of SaaS research are qualitative, say, Benlian [5] , Benlian, et al. [6] , Mietzner, et al. [7] , only a very small part research is quantitative. Fan et al. researched the competition between SaaS ISV and traditional ISV in short-term and long-term, they found that SaaS ISV will face high introduction cost in short-term, but in long time it will be help to increase customer base [8] . Cheng et al. [9] puts forward three coordination strategies for SaaS supply chain composed of a ISV supplier and a dealer, but this study is based on a single channel hypothesis.
Previous literature of dual distribution channel focused primarily on the physical product, and the model cannot response service characteristics. So some scholars researched the special industry optimization decision, such as Bhattacharjee researched the music pricing mechanism in traditional channel and network channel [10] , Hua researched sales pattern in dual channels of books from the perspective of the book vendor [11] , Khouja researched decision optimization of dual channel of empirical goods which can be sold in either physical form or digital form [12] , Hu et al. researched decision optimization of service supply chain [13] . E-books and music is consumer goods, and SaaS is industrial goods, and its sales in a big difference, such as SaaS service decision replaced price decisions, service have the cost. The previous study found that there are different results as long as the research background or research object is different. Therefore, it is necessary to study the SaaS dual channel decision optimization.
Based on SaaS characteristics, separate its human service from application service, we sort out three different service patterns, independent service, retailer integrated service and the ISV integrated service. We construct service competition model of independent service pattern and study the optimizing decision of the ISV and the dealer. Further more, we explore the impact of customer's service sensibility, channel preference, service cost of the ISV and the dealer, and customer base on service competition. Finally, from supply chain profit maximization perspective, we compared the three service patterns. The paper extent the dual channel research to software service industry and enrich the theory model of dual channel, the result will guide the supply chain member to decide their service pattern.
Literature Review
The channel structure will affect channel members' decision. The dual channel price competition is most popular, so prices decision and pricing mechanism choice is the main research problems. Chiang et al. (2003) studied dual channel pricing under stackelberg game and the assumption consumer channel preferences is constant without influence from other channels decision variables [14] . Other scholars study dual channel pricing extent this paper to consider consumer preference [15] [16] [17] , information sharing [18, 19] , market structure [20] , network externalities and free rider problem [21] .
Service is non-price factor which positive impact demand [22] [23] [24] ; the empirical research found that the service quality [25] [26] and transaction cost [27] are main factors to impact consumers to accept direct channel, the impact of the service quality surpass the product price [28] . Rajiv Dhawan thinked the excellence operation of service supply chain based on knowledge should depend on service quality [29] , R. Emst thinked the software demand is quite sensitive to distributors service level [30] , and Philip also thinked the high technology and the high complex operation of products or services required higher service level [31] .
Service competition is different from price competition, Service competition is imperceptibility and service has costs. The cost curve will impact the competition, so the service competition imperceptibility and the cost curve make service competition different with price competition. The previous dual channel studies consider service were also based on price competition and assuming that dealer charge of service, the research purpose is how to motivate dealer to improve customer service level, such as Li study supply chain member's competition from the differences of service level and e-commerce implementing degree including strong and weak retailers [32] , Liu study how to motivate retailers to provide high quality service level under two supply chain competition, based on the assumption that service level will affect consumer satisfaction and the demand, using the principal-agent theory, under the information asymmetry and symmetry situation [33] . This paper on the guide of dual channel price decisions research results, based on SaaS characteristics, study channel member's service level optimization decision of dual channel under service competition.
Service Pattern and Basic Model

SaaS Dual Channel Service Pattern
SaaS service including product services and application service, product services include maintenance and upgrade charged with ISV. Application service is application implementation service which can help customer to use SaaS, such as customer training, which can be charged with ISV or dealer or both. If ISV is responsible for all application service from both channels, we call it ISV integrated service pattern, if dealer is responsible for all application service from both channels, we call it dealer service integrated pattern, if they are responsible for their respective independent channels, we call it independent service pattern.
Assumption
Market structure: although there are many SaaS ISV at present, but their service distinguish higher, that is, each ISV is monopoly for their service, so we assumption the SaaS market is monopoly. Supply chain is composed by a SaaS ISV and a dealer, they play stackelberg game.
Channel preferences: each channel has its certain cost structure and capacity, limiting depth and breadth of their products and services. Direct channel limits customer's service due to its low customer contacts. Multi-channel can meet the different needs of the market, but the customer ownership will affect channel member's enthusiasm [34] . In model construction consumers are often not only heterogeneous, but also existing channels preference. Khouja considered the retail-captive consumers may be for the following reasons and refuse to use network channel [35] : loyalty to retailers [36] , no access, concerning the privacy and security problems, can't experience or feelings products [37] , return difficult [38] , or worry about financial security [39] . In the interview the manager of Xtools, we got that "through the dealer we can contact with offline customers", they think, customers can be divided into two kinds, one is high internet dependency, another is low internet dependency. The former more inclined to buy services through direct channel, while the latter tend to purchase service through the agency channel. So from the existing academic research and enterprise practice, it is assumed that SaaS customer preferences existing channels.
Customer installed base: an important condition of dealer selection is the amount of customer installed base, the customer installed base directly affect the adoption of SaaS customer volume, so that the dealer's existing customer installation will affect SaaS demand.
Service function: service industry production function characteristics discussion comes after Fuchs (1968) [40] , service process is different from manufacturing in the four aspects: 1) lack of visible output; 2) no inventory; 3) production and consumption simultaneously; 4) producers and consumers cooperation to create services; 5) customer participation, customer orientation, and the difficulty of remote services [41] . Software service cost including implementation and maintenance cost [42] . SaaS service is different from the general physical products and electronic products, because service importance of these products is relatively low compared with SaaS. Service is an integral part of SaaS, the marginal cost of software can be ignored, but the marginal cost of service could not be ignored. SaaS still need the promotion service to promote sales, so SaaS services include SaaS implement related services and promotion related service, the former service cost is mainly includes pre-sale consultation, the user training, which includes service response speed, service response range, such as 7 × 24 hours online service, is similar with the traditional products services. The former service costs is sales related, and the latter's service activities is fixed, mainly depends on the human and the equipment investment, this cost is depended on service level. Most scholars constructed service cost function as t convex func-
share a part of the dealer's profit through wholesale price, so ISV optimal profit increase with customer base. 2) Customer base impact on optimal profit of the dealer. The market capacity will increase because of dealer's customer base after ISV introduces the dealer to sale SaaS service. When the customer base is low, ISV increase market is less than the dealer cut from ISV original market, so ISV optimal profit decrease with customer base. When the costumer base is high, ISV increase market will be more than the dealer cut from ISV original market, and ISV also
dealer's optimal profit is a concave function of customer base. Make the first order derivatives function to zero, we get
    , the supply chain optimal profit is in-
    , the supply chain optimal profit is decreasing with  .
Because customer base impact the SaaS dealer directly, and impact the SaaS service provider indirectly, and the supply chain optimal profit of SaaS mixed channel is aggregation of the optimal profit of the SaaS service proveder's and the dealer's under decentralized decision, so impact of customer base on the optimal profit of supply chain is same as the impact on the dealer's. In the other words, it manifest that the influence degree of customer base to the dealer is more than to the ISV (See Figure 2 ).
Customer Preference Impact on the Optimal
Profit of ISV, Dealer, and Supply Chain 1) Customer preference impact on the optimal profit of
Intuitively, when the customer preference is zero, ISV only share the benefits of the dealer by the wholesale price. The whole sale price is a decreasing function of customer preference, and the ISV's service level is a increasing function of customer preference. With the increase of customer preferences, although the ISV's direct channel sales income is increasing, when the increase profit of sales income can't offset the service cost increase and the wholesale price decline, the optimal profits of the SaaS service provider will be decreasing with customer preference increasing. But the increase profit of sales income is more than the service cost increase and the wholesale price decline, the optimal profits of the ISV will be increasing with customer preference increasing.
2) Customer preference impact on the optimal profit of the dealer. 
, the Dealer's optimal profit is increasing
, the Dealer's optimal profit is decreasing with  .
The whole sale price is a decreasing function of customer preference, and the dealer's service level is an increasing function of customer preference. When customer preference is zero, the dealer has all the customers. The dealer give ISV high transfer payment. Along with the increase of customer preferences, as long as the cost saveing from transfer payments is higher than sales income loss and service cost, the dealer's optimal profit will be increasing with the customer preference. When the cost saveing from transfer payments is lower than sales income loss and service cost, the dealer's optimal profit will be decreasing with the customer preferences.
3) Customer preference impact on the optimal profit of supply chain
, the optimal profit of supply chain is a concave function of customer preference. Make the first order derivatives function to zero, we get
    , the supply chain optimal profit is increasing with  . When ''     , the Dealer's optimal profit is decreasing with  (See Figure 3) .
The customer preference reflects the SaaS market characteristics, customer preferences higher or lower is representative of SaaS market concentration. The important goal of setting up a mixed channel is to expand the market coverage, and cover all kinds of customers. From the above analysis result, we can see that the optimal profit of supply chain is a convex function of the customer preference, and the impact of market characteristics on supply chain. From the same impact of customer preference on supply chain and on the dealer, we can see that the influence degree of customer preference to the dealer is higher than to the ISV.
Compared Decentralized Decision with
Centralized Decision
Supply Chain Optimal Profit Comparison
Because of the complexity to judge profits difference, so choose numerical simulation to illustrate the profit difference between centralized decision and decentralized decision. According to the model hypothesizes, we set
as the value of the parameter.
1) The impact from the ratio of absolute service level parameter to relative service level parameter.
k is the ratio of absolute service level parameter to relative service level parameter, which reflect the relative size of the absolute service level parameter and the relative service level parameter. If k > 1, the influence to the demand of service level is greater than of service level differences. If k < 1, the influence to the demand of service level differences is greater than of service level. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of k on supply chain optimal profit difference between centralized decision and decentralized decision. m, n indicate service cost difference between ISV and its dealer. If m > 1, n > 1, it means that ISV service cost is higher than its dealer, otherwise, ISV service cost is lower than its dealer.
As shown in Figure 4 , we can see that the optimal profit of supply chain in centralized decision is higher than in decentralized decision, and when k is higher than a particular value, the supply chain optimal profit under decentralized decision is more closely to centralized decision. The ratio of the absolute service level parameter to the relative service level represents the strength of mixed channel competition. When the ratio is less than or equal to 1, the smaller the ratio, the more intense competition between the ISV and the dealer. From the influence of the ratio on the supply chain optimal profit difference between centralized decision and decentralized decision, the smaller the ration, the bigger profit difference. Observe different service cost of the ISV and the dealer, we find that when the ISV service cost is lower, the optimal profits difference between centralized decision and decentralized decision is smaller. Through the numerical simulation we can two points of enlightenment, the first one is that if the customer sensitivity to the service level difference of the mixed channel is higher than to the service level of their preference channel, the decentralized decision is not suitable for the mixed channel, and the ISV should build its own channel or integrate the dealer's channel in order for centralized decision. The second one is that if the ISV service cost is lower than the dealer, the supply chain optimal profit in decentralized decision is more closely to the optimal profit in centralized decision.
2) The impact from customer reference and customer base.
the optimal profit difference of supply chain between centralized decision and decentralized decision is a convex function of customer preference. There is no resolution when the first order derivatives function is zero. It illustrate that no matter how much of the customer preference is, the supply chain optimal profit in centralized decision is more than in decentralized decision.
, the optimal profit difference of supply chain between centralized decision and decentralized decision is a convex function of customer base. There is no resolution when the first order derivatives function is zero. It illustrate that No matter how much of the customer base is, the supply chain optimal profit in centralized decision is more than in decentralized decision.
From the impact of customer preference and customer base on supply chain profit difference between two decisions, we can see that no matter how much the two parameters are, it can not change the conclusion that the supply chain optimal profit in centralized decision is more than in decentralized decision.
Service Level Comparison and Analysis
The optimal service level difference of ISV in centralized decision and in decentralized decision is
the optimal service level of ISV in centralized decision is higher than in decentralized decision. 
s the optimal service level of ISV in centralized decision is higher than in decentralized decision.
The optimal service level difference of the dealer in centralized decision and in decentralized decision is
the optimal service level of the dealer in centralized decision is higher than in decentralized decision.
Extensive Research
ISV Integrated Service Pattern
Hypothesis 1: The dealer decides to its service level, the ISV is in charge of the customer service of direct channel and the dealer's channel. Because of internet transparency and visibility, and the dealer in close contact with customers, the dealer can easily observe ISV service level. We suppose the dealer have complete information of ISV service. Hypothesis 2: The ISV is responsible for mixed channel customer service, and by adjusting the wholesale price to compensate its expenditure for customer service.
The profit function of ISV and the dealer is respectively as follows:
In centralized decision, the optimal service level of ISV is
, the optimal service level of dealer is
, and the optimal profit of supply chain is 
The Dealer Integrated Service Pattern
Hypothesis 1: The ISV decides to its service level, the dealer is in charge of the customer service of direct channel and the dealer's channel. Because of internet transparency and visibility, and the application software is installed in ISV server, the ISV can easily observe the dealer service level. We suppose the ISV have complete information of the dealer service. Hypothesis 2: The dealer is responsible for mixed channel customer service, and the ISV will adjust the wholesale price to compensate the dealer expenditure for customer service.
The profit function of ISV and the dealer is respectively as follows: From Proposition 5 we can see that in the dealer integrated service pattern, the dealer's service level function is similar to the independent service pattern. The dealer's service level is the response function of the wholesale price, which is different with price competition. In the price competition, the dealer's service level is relative to the price of ISV and the wholesales price. But in service competition, the dealer's service level is only relative to the wholesales price.
Proposition 6: when Compared the supply chain optimal profit in ISV integrated service pattern with independent service pattern in centralized decision, we get:
Comparison of the Three
Through analysis the supply chain optimal profit difference between ISV integrated service pattern and independent service pattern in centralized decision, we get deductions 1.
Deductions 1: In centralized decision, from the perspective of SaaS supply chain, when the parameters accord with one of the following conditions, ISV integrated service pattern is better than the independent service pattern.
1)
The conclusions counter intuitive. Intuitively, if service cost of ISV is lower than its dealer, the ISV integrated service pattern should be better than independent service pattern. But the deduction conclusion is not so simple, for example, sufficient conditions 2), 4), ISV service cost is lower than its dealers, but if the other two conditions are not satisfied, the ISV integrated service will not be better than independent service pattern. And when ISV service cost higher than its dealers', in some cases, the ISV integrated service pattern is also better than independent service pattern.
2) Comparison of decentralized decision. Through analysis the supply chain optimal profit difference between ISV integrated service pattern and independent service pattern in decentralized decision, we get deductions 2.
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From the supply chain optimal profit difference between the ISV integrated service pattern and the independent service pattern under centralized decision and decentralized decision, when ISV service cost is the same as its dealer service cost, no matter centralized decision or decentralized decision, the supply chain optimal profit in the ISV integrated service pattern is the same as the independent service pattern. Compared the supply chain optimal profit in ISV integrated service pattern with dealer integrated service pattern in centralized decision, we get:
Through analysis the supply chain optimal profit difference between ISV integrated service pattern and dealer integrated service pattern in centralized decision, we get deductions 3.
Deductions 3: In centralized decision, from the perspective of SaaS supply chain, when the parameters accord with one of the following conditions, ISV integrated service pattern is better than the dealer integrated service pattern.
From the Deductions 3, we can see that when ISV service cost is lower than dealer service cost, The ISV integrated service pattern is better than the dealer integrated service pattern. When ISV service cost is more than a particular value, ISV integrated service is still better than the dealer integrated service pattern, but the particular value is bigger than the dealer service cost. It illustrate that the advantage of service pattern doesn't not only rely on service cost. Because if the ISV service cost is lower than the dealer, the ISV integrated service pattern is better than the dealer integrated service pattern, but if the dealer service cost is lower than the ISV, the dealer integrated service pattern is not always better than the ISV integrated service pattern. The dealer integrated service pattern is better than the ISV integrated service pattern in a particular open interval.
2) Comparison of decentralized decision. Through analysis the supply chain optimal profit difference between ISV integrated service pattern and dealer integrated service pattern in decentralized decision, we get deductions 4.
Deductions 4: In decentralized decision, from the perspective of SaaS supply chain, when the parameters accord with one of the following conditions, the ISV integrated service pattern is better than the dealer integrated service pattern.
 
  
2) channel, the ISV as the mixed channel leader should apply some tactics to improve the resource utilization under decentralized decision. From the supply chain profit maximization perspective to compare the three service pattern, any service pattern of SaaS mixed channel doesn't have the overwhelming superiority. When ISV service cost is the same as the dealer service cost, in centralized decision, the supply chain optimal profit in the ISV integrated service pattern is the same as in the dealer integrated service pattern and is same as in the independent service pattern; in decentralized decision, the supply chain optimal profit in ISV integrated service pattern is the same as in the independent service pattern, only when the service level parameter of the dealer and the ISV both high, the dealer integrated service is better than the ISV integrated service pattern and the independent service pattern.
Based on the characteristics SaaS and different service providers in distribution channel, we sort out three different service patterns, independent service, retailer integrated service and the ISV integrated service. We construct service competition model of three service pattern and study the optimizing decision of the ISV and the dealer. Further more, we explore the impact of customer's service sensibility, channel preference, service cost of the ISV and the dealer, and customer base on service competition, and then compared the three service pattern fomr the supply chain profit maximization perspective. We found that 1) the difference between Service competition and price competition is quite obvious, the dealer service level only rely on wholesale price, no longer subject to ISV service price and service impact; 2) for ISV, whether to establish mixed channel rely on the market segmentation degree and the mixed channel competition degree; 3) the resource utilization under centralized decision is more reasonable than decentralized decision; 4) from the supply chain profit maximization perspective, any service pattern of SaaS mixed channel doesn't have the overwhelming superiority. The paper extent the mixed channel research to software service industry and enrich the theory model of dual channel, the result will guide the supply chain member to adjust their decision according to different variables in order to maximization their profits. This paper puts forward three kinds of service pattern, but supply chain optimal profit improvement is limited in adopting the three service pattern, so we should research the contract coordination of SaaS mixed channel under service competition in next step in order to improve the mixed channel supply chain profit.
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